HILLSBORO INLET SAILING CLUB

December 2020

From The Helm
Sailing.... a sport, a
pastime, a passion.
There are many reasons to dive into the
art of sailing. Once a
person decides to venture down this path, it
starts an adventure in
learning. In the proBy Dale Kern
cess of becoming a
Commodore
sailor we learn the
2020-21
S/V Wind Punk
technical skills. We
learn to tie knots, trim
sails, read the wind and currents, read the
weather, and the list goes on. Alas, most
of us have been thrust into the world of
diesel mechanics as well.
We also learn other soft skills, such as
command, patience, and perseverance.
But even beyond that, what does sailing
teach us about life, how to live, and how
to live well? I believe the answer lies in
Continued on Page 2
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the sea itself. The oceans and the tides breathe life into this planet we call
home. It protects us from extreme temperatures. Its beauty attracts millions
to the beaches and the coastlines. At the same time, it can be angry, brutal,
tumultuous, and unforgiving. As sailors we learn to navigate this unpredictable environment. In turn, we become resilient, and above all, we learn the
ability to adapt.
In normal conditions we watch the winds and currents, and we trim the sails
accordingly. In light winds, we bring out the big sails and let them bag and
stretch. In stormy conditions we reef, lower our profile and our exposure.

This year has presented its challenges. For many of us, the conditions have
been stormy, and we have reefed our sails. In this year of COVID, the prudent thing is to remain safe and spend more time at home. Most of us have
chosen to do just that, but “Social Distancing” is difficult for a group as social as ours.
The holidays are among us. Regardless of your background or your faith,
the holiday season gives us all a unique chance to pause. Maybe this is a
good time to lower the sails, drift, and reflect. As I have done this, I have
realized what an important role Sailing and the Club have played in my life.
Sailing has taught me to adapt, and the Club has taught me the importance of
camaraderie. I feel extremely fortunate to be a part of this sailing family.

I wish everyone the best of Holidays, and hope for a happy and prosperous
year to come.Renewal time is here, and the letters have gone out.
I encourage everyone to renew, stay-active, and get on the water.
Party and the New Year’s cruise are coming up, join us!

Dale Kern
Commodore
SV Windpunk
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Holiday

Upcoming Events
12/3

HISC 2019 Governing board

Board Meeting (Zoom)

Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore
Past Commodore
Treasurer
Secretary
Two Year Directors

12/10 Holiday Dinner Dance
12/18 Holiday Parade (????)
01/07 Board Meeting (Zoom)
01/14 General Meeting (Galuppi’s)
01/16 Nautical Flea Market (???)
01/28 Virtual Happy Hour

02/04 Appreciation Event and Board Meeting

One Year Directors

02/11 General Meeting

Staff Commodore

(Zoom)

02/25 Virtual Happy Hour

Dale Kern
Paul Alcock
Ross Hunton
Jeff Sussman
Peder Sahlin
Jeff Keiser
Ken White
Joe Gomez
Christeen Pozniak
Elizabeth White
Doug Knickerbocker

TBC:
To Be Confirmed—Subject to the Pandemic.

02/27 Change Of Command Dinner Dance

Races, Regattas & After Race Parties Schedule
Date

Race

Manager

01/23

Key West Race

Host

Cruising Calendar
MONTH

DAY(S)

EVENT

HOSTS

Dec

3101/02

New Years Cruise

TBC

Feb

13

Chilli Cookoff

TBC
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LOCATION

BOAT US MEMBERSHIP

Boat US membership dues are $30.00. Since we have a group membership; current HISC
Members as well as any new HISC Members in 2016 should only pay $15.00.
Our Group Number is GA83724S
If you need any additional information call me,
Tim Leonard, Boat US Coordinator at (754) 367-1085
or e-mail to tbleonard@comcast.net

The Club Purpose

The purpose of the Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club is to develop, encourage, promote, and stimulate interest in sailing, and to
encourage the fellowship and camaraderie associated with sailing and sailors in the Hillsboro Inlet area from Palm Beach to
Miami and beyond.

Membership

An application for membership in HISC may be obtained from membership chairperson Bob Schuldenfrei at
(954) 864-9791 (membership@hisc.org) or by contacting any club member. There is a $30.00 initiation fee and annual
dues of $150 (family), $125 (single), are payable upon joining and every January thereafter. After June 30, the dues are
75.00 (family) or $62.50 (single) for the rest of the current year for new members.

Monthly General Meeting

The Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club holds a monthly membership meeting generally on the second Thursday of each month,
7:00pm at the Galuppi’s 1103 N Federal Hwy, Pompano Beach, Florida 33062, Tel: (954) 785-0226. Please check the
monthly calendar or call the editor for any changes in the meeting dates, times, or locations.

Club Links:
 Club Website: https://www.hisc.org
 Club Youth Sailing Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HISCYouthSailing/
 Club Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/hisc.org
 Club Photos Online: https://hisc.smugmug.com/
 Club Calendar: https://www.hisc.org/events/
 Hillsboro Inlet Soundings: https://www.hisc.org/inlet-info/

Want to get your Local Knowledge into Print?
Could you write a Local Knowledge article? We’re looking for articles about Lake Boca, Hillsboro Inlet, Boca Inlet, Port Everglades,
The ICW from Port Everglades to Hillsboro Inlet, and other areas.
We’re looking for Articles for 2020 Issues of the Inlet Outlet.
Please contact the Editor if you would like to author a Local Knowledge article.
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Socially Distant Thanksgiving Cruise 2020
Sometimes planning works out, and others it just doesn't!
By Paul Alcock—Cruise Host.
Plan: Race with the Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club's 'Mary Wells Coastal Race' from the start just North
of Hillsboro Inlet down to Port Everglades (PE 1 Buoy). Race Start: 11:00.
We departed the dock 20 minutes late at 8:20am. A couple of hundred yards down the canal, someone
had left a line between their power boat and the dock on the opposite side of the canal - preparations
for the anticipated arrival of Hurricane (it wasn't) ETA - LAST MONDAY! Argggg! Sorry for all of
the expletives, but Come On! It wasn't even that much of a storm, just some high water as far as most
of Fort Lauderdale was concerned - OK, so some places had flooding, but it goes with the territory during King Tides, not nice especially if you happen to live where it floods - but not here! We were delayed by about another 15 minutes while I prepared to cut the line and then Peggy notices that there is a
resident sitting on the patio beyond the boat. After a number of quite loud requests that they come and
release the line or suffer it's demise by knife, the resident unties the line from the boat and I pull it in
then toss it to the opposite shore. The way is clear.
As we left the New River and turned South towards 17th Street Causeway bridge, it was evident that
the Spring High Tides were ebbing. At the 17th st. Bridge, the Fender Markers indicated that there was
between 52 to 54' clearance close to the fenders. That's plenty for us if we're in the middle. There were
several sailboats with much bigger sticks than ours holding position North of the bridge but they had
left plenty of room for smaller traffic to pass. So we did. Peggy turned the helm over to me being a little reluctant to test the bridge height.
As we motored under the bridge Peggy noted that there was a very large ship leaving the Port directly
ahead of us - we know better than to claim that we had right of way - we didn't - and it was a really big
ship. So we just turned to Starboard and let it pass after which we followed it out of the Port. Then the
rain came down, really heavy. - Peggy was not so keen on staying the course but I persevered, and we
turned North setting a course for the Start North of HI.
With the course laid in, the GPS indicated that we would get there at 6 knots around 12:06--- 12:06
when the race started at 11:00 Grrrrr.
This plan was in the Failed Column.
With no chance of making the start time, I decided that we might as well just head back into Port and
see if we could arrive early at The Bahia Mar Marina.
We motored under 17th Street Causeway bridge, now about 10:30am, the clearance was up to 56' but
the bridge was opening for a much larger sailboat outbound. For some reason, she turned to port which
meant that we needed to turn to port also rather than the normal passing Port Side to Port Side, but an
early change of direction is the correct thing to do and we passed Starboard to Starboard without incident. Sure was a pretty vessel.
Once past the bridge we slowed down to delay our arrival at Bahia Mar, the confirmed on the radio that
we were welcome to arrive early and that a dock hand would be waiting.
We have docked at the Bahia Mar many times, some were near perfect and others were best forgotten.
But one thing we have learned is that if the docking does not work out first try, there's no shame in
pulling away and setting up for a 2nd or even 3rd attempt. Better safe than sorry. And the sorry would
Continued on Next Page
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be if we hit any of the other boats in the marina.
Our first attempt seemed to be perfect, We stopped the boat with the stern about 10' into the slip and
past the lines to the dock hands. Then the current took hold of the bow and forced us to pull away in
order to keep clear of the other boats. The dock hands passed the lines back - nice, preventing them
from getting caught in our prop, that would have been a sorry situation. We maneuvered away from the
dock and headed out of the marina in order to turn and try again. The second attempt worked just fine.
Accounting for the strong current we easily docked and had the boat tied up in quick order.
While we were getting ourselves sorted out with Shore Power and the extra lines that just makes things
feel better, our buddy from Affection stopped by to let us know they were already in their slip. That
made two of the club boats were tied up.
I set about cleaning our boat. The recent heavy rains due to ETA and that morning had left the boat a
natural green color, it should be white! Out came the Simple Green and the Boat brushes. I was able to
get the Port side of the top deck scrubbed down in about 2 hours. Peggy and I had a lunch break of
Crackers and Humus and some Salt and Vinegar chips - Comfort food!
Sometime around 12pm ish, Michael and Brenda arrived with their crew of half a dozen or so aboard
Imagine. Happy to help, I assisted in taking their lines. Now, with a crew that big, there are enough
hands to have every fender and every line manned and a few crew able to sit around doing not a lot, but
they do and Michael and Brenda are supervising from the helm.. Whereas, Peggy and I have to work
the lines, prep the fenders and navigate the boat alongside. But then, their boat is much bigger than Eximius.
One of the club members had stopped at my house to collect one of the Tables we would need for our
social. It was really out of Ethel's way to get the table, but club members tend to go out of their way to
make things work. Ethel saved the day. So a big Thank You to Ethel. (Ethel is the Commodore of the
Single Sailors Sailing club.)
The plan was to hold the social on the large hard standing outside of the Captains Quarters, however,
there was a really big wedding that occupied all of the area and the dock where the wedding was taking
place. So we figured we would hold the social on B-Dock where there were now 3 of our club boats.
While this was going on, the other boats that took part in the Mary Wells Coastal Race were heading
home back towards Hillsboro. It had been a really good race day, not too heavy wind and seas were
pretty calm.
Gradually, club members started to arrive, socializing began while we were doing our best to keep socially distant. As hosts, we had brought a box of spare face masks, hand sanitizer and a tub of Clorox
wipes (still in short supply) Our instructions to the guests were 'Bring your own Beverages, Bring your
Own Food, Bring your own Desserts and Bring your own chairs' We really wanted to make this a safe
event.
As cruising gifts, I had purchased several of these folding tables, figuring that they would be suitable
for carrying on boats.

They fold up to a neat and easily stowed package.
As the boats arrived, I passed out the gifts. That included one for our Commodore and Rear Commodore.
Continued on Next Page
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With a couple left over I gave them to the members that came to the event by car.
By 17:30, the club members had arrived and setup their foods to share. Now, just a reminder, the instructions were BYOB, BYOF, BYOD and BYO Chair. And if anyone was bringing something to
share, then it should be individual servings - not requiring utensils that would be handled by many and
not require filling or stuffing - like Tortillas, or Salad bar. So most, like myself, brought Desserts that
were individually wrapped. More on that later.
The co-host - Jeff Keiser, had prepared a Thanksgiving Trivia, he had enough questions to match the
number of mini-Whiskey bottles that I had left over from previous cruises. Many of the questions were
about the Mayflower - I should have known the answers but only got one What is a Tun - It's a Barrel.
Jeff did a great job of entertaining us and helping us get the right answers, well, near enough answers.

We gave out all of the Whiskey.
It was soon time to have the Bake Contest. I had to laugh! I had spoken with Mirsa a week earlier suggesting that she not wrap her Chocolate cake in single use plastic but consider using Parchment paper
instead. Well Mirsa went above and beyond. She had found a supply of bio degradable mini tubs to
hold the Blueberry Reduction Cream Cheese Frosting and then wrapped each piece of delicious chocolate cake in a piece of Parchment paper secured with a neat piece of bio-degradable garden twine. The
packages look terrific which matched the flavours.
Jeff Keiser brought Bags of home made Cookie to the table - yes, bags each with one cookie. That will
bring a smile to anyone that peaked inside of the bags to see what lay within. They were really good.
Bob had brought peeled shrimp on cocktail sticks, very tasty too.
I had brought individual apple pies (think apple empanadas) but I had - oh the shame - wrapped them
individually in sandwich zip lock baggies. Quite correctly, Mirsa reminded me of our conversation
about not using single use plastic. Oh the humility.
Suzi and Moon had not brought anything to share, so they were both selected as impartial judges.
After they had tasted each of the delights, they announced the winners.
4th Shrimp
3rd Bags of Cookie
2nd Chocolate cake with Blueberry Reduction Cream cheese frosting
1st - I'm really not humble about this - YES - My Individual Apple Pies Won 1st place.
There weren't any prizes, but it was fun.

After the bake contest, we had a line toss contest. Several members took a turn at tossing a line. I had a
50' 1/2" double braided line and they had to see who could toss the line the furthest. That was a simulation of passing a line ashore to the dock from your boat.
Continued on Next Page
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1st I showed how the Royal Navy taught me, at age 15, to coil a rope for throwing then gave an example of how to throw the rope. After the demonstration, brazen members came forward to try their
hand. Brenda beat everybody before her, the Judy threw and was even with Brenda, but Judy put a lot
more energy into tossing the line, so much that Judy almost did a pirouette and landed quite painfully
on the hard dock. Sore but still smiling, Judy limped back to her chair aided by Jeff and soon had a
large bag of ice to help ease a very painful foot.
Last to toss the line was Astrid. Astrid casts a longer shadow than Judy and consequently tossed the
line at least a foot beyond Judy's attempt. Astrid earned the last bottle of Whiskey, Judy earned a piggy back ride thanks to Jeff, back to their boat for a Ibuprofen and some hubby care time.
After some armchair socializing, the party ended and folks picked up the remains of their foods, their
chairs and cruising gifts. Commodore Dale and I discussed this year so far and plans for next year. It's
not been an easy year. Normally the major work for the Commodore is done as Vice Commodore in
preparation for their Commodore Year, then it pretty much happens like clockwork, but this has not
been a normal year for anyone. The Covid Pandemic has clamped down upon many of the club features that we have taken for granted over the years. No raftups, not socials, limited cruising, and social
distancing is the rule. Simply put, even if you feel safe in participating in club events, we must all
practice healthy behavior, social distancing, small groups and if you don't feel comfortable attending
any of our events, that's just fine, better be safe than sorry. It's not just the senior generation either!
Although the youngest of the population are mostly spared, if they get infected and carry the virus to
their parents and then onto their senior friends and family, each would be heartbroken if someone were
to succumb from the consequences. So we totally respect the reluctance to participate, but oh we really do miss the love.
Sunday morning, Judy was feeling a bit better, foot wrapped in an Ace Bandage, Jeff & Judy were the
first to leave the marina. Imagine's crew headed up the marina's swimming pool. I spent the afternoon
scrubbing the other half of Eximus, it was really looking a whole lot better.
Monday morning we sorted out the boat, breakfasted on Cereal and Toast - frosted with some of
Mirsa's Blueberry reduction creame cheese and plenty of hot coffee. With everything tied down and
provisions stowed for transport home, we were ready to depart. With perfect timing, Zack from the
marina arrived and quickly completed a pump out, that would save us having to worry about using the
pump out at Smokers Park.
Peggy did a great job of steering us away from the slip and turned us towards the exit from the Marina
at 9:55am. We were along side our dock at 10:55, turned the boat around and unloaded everything we
needed to the truck and headed home at 12:15.
At home we quickly unloaded the truck, sorted through the mail, calmed the cat that had missed us,
not really, and had a Yogurt and fruit dessert for lunch.
Time for a shower!

See you on the water.

Paul Alcock Cruise Host.
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Membership
By Bob Schuldenfrei
We are rounding out this difficult year and
looking forward to the next one. Mirsa Alemañy and Robert Schuldenfrei, who are the
Membership Committee would like to thank all
of the HISC members who helped us recruit
new sailors to our Club. The next time you
read this column we will have entered our 50th
Anniversary year. With a vaccine for COVID19 expected shortly, I believe that 2021 will be
a long-remembered year. That will make our
celebratory events even sweeter than we had
planned. The following three new members will be on hand to help the HISC
grow.
Luis Gonzalez is now member s of the HISC. He was bor n in Puer to Rico
to a military family that moved frequently. Lived in Maryland and many
years in Vermont, where he had a J-120 that he raced in Lake Champlain.
Luis at one point had an A-Class catamaran with which he participated in the
Key West Race Week. For the past five years, he has resided in Pompano
Beach. Luis is now boatless, but very eager to get back on the water, so he is
very interested in crewing in any of our racing events. He became interested
in our club a couple of years ago and even attended a couple of our meetings.
Given his racing experience, Luis could be considered as a potential race
host. His sponsors are Joe Gomez and Bob Schuldenfrei. The Board Member conducting the interview was Vice Commodore Paul Alcock.

Gianni Brill has joined our Club. Gianni was bor n in Romania, and
came to the US 48 years ago. He lived and sailed extensively in California,
including racing a couple of Transpacific Yacht Race (Transpac). Gianni ran
a charter business in LA harbor for 17 years and a disabled sailing program
using custom-designed boats for 5 years before transferring it to US Sailing.
He came to Florida in 1997 where he worked as a private Yacht captain, travelling throughout the world. Now he’s retiring from that and plans to cruise
his Hunter 37 Bacini in the Bahamas and BVI’s. Gianni and his wife Penny
have two adult kids - a son in Arizona in the health industry, and a daughter
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Membership (Cont’d)

who works in Tanzania in the solar industry. His sponsors are Mirsa Alemañy and Robert Schuldenfrei. The Board member who did the interview
was Rear Commodore Ross Hunton.

Armand Aguirre has been inducted into our Club. His dr eam of sailing
began as a young boy, however living nowhere near the water the vision was
not realized until he was a student on Long Island in New York. He retired
to Florida so as to spend more time sailing his Tartan 37, Second Wind II.
With the passing of COVID-19, he looks forward to sharing good times with
HISC members. His sponsors are Robert Schuldenfrei and Mirsa Alemañy.
Board Member conducting the interview was Rear Commodore Ross
Hunton.

We Need You!
Our club is driven by a dedicated group of volunteers
even during these times of the pandemic. There are
over 80 volunteer positions and most can only be held
for a maximum two consecutive years. So we need
you!
Are you willing to help guide our club next year? The
return on investment is a healthy club. What could
you offer?

Please contact me if you would like to find out how
you can get involved in what is probably the most dynamic sailing club in our area.
Give me a call– Paul Alcock
2020-2021 Vice Commodore
954-736-7114
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At the November 2021 General Meeting (via Zoom) the following Slate of
Officers was approved.

HISC 2021-2022 Slate of Officers
Commodore:
Paul Alcock
Vice Commodore: Ross Hunton
Rear Commodore: Mike Megarity
Treasurer:
Peder Sahlin
Secretary:
Brenda Duvall
One Year Director: Joe Gomez
One Year Director: Ken White
Two Year Director: Astrid Hunton
Two Year Director: Kendall Marcelle
The Nominating Committee approved the following Committee Members:
Audit Committee:
John Kaelblein
Maureen Leonard
Sherry Sussman

1 year
2 year
3 Year (new)

Nominating Committee:
Michael Duval
1 Year
Dave Lockman
2 Year
Christeen Pozniak
3 Year (new)
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2020 Crossword Puzzle
Every Member should be able to solve this one.
Clues on next page.

Send a picture of the solved crossword puzzle To britinusag1@gmail.com
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December 2020 Cross Word Puzzle Clues

Ok, Bottle of Whiskey (Full) to the first member that solves this one.

Paul Alcock—britinusag1@gmail.com
15

Solution for the November Crossword Puzzle
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Wanted: Urgent!
Dock to rent for 32-ft. sloop drawing 6ft. 2 inches.
"Fleur de Beaulieu" 32 foot sloop draws 6 feet 2 inches
Carole Fielder sailcarole@aol.com
Please call Carole at 954-946-2956 or 954-234-8262 (can also text this number).

Wanted:

Dock space with a lift for 24' yamaha ar240
Weighs about 5500lbs.
Needs to be on a lift as it is a twin jet drive so cannot sit in the water.
Contact: Andy Ryder
Ph: 954.719.6116
Email: andy.ryder9@gmail.com

Wanted:

Looking for a dock for a 27' Island Packet that draws 4 feet.
Please4call Ken White at any time on 954-480-7100.

If you have or need dock space, the best place to post it is on the Club’s Facebook
Page. We will post it here if you send an email to the Inlet Outlet Editor (it will also get included in the Club Classifield Ads Online at hisc.org )
Please make sure the email includes the following information:
Length of Dock available / required
Depth of Dock or Depth of Boat
Any special needs (eg. Lift, Power, Water, etc.)
Contact name
Contact Phone Number & Contact Email
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The Hillsboro Inlet Soundings are provided by Jack Holland, we hope you
find them useful when Navigating the
Inlet
Jack Holland
Chairman
Hillsboro Inlet District
Staff
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Club Classified Note
If you have a boat, dinghy or other Marine item to sell, please provide a description, one
or two photos and the correct contact information. Deadline for submission is the 15th
of the month. Thanks. Paul Alcock—Inlet Outlet Editor

For Sale:- Up for sale is Alebrije. A flexible cruiser/racer maintained in tip-top condition and ready to race or cruise to take you to social isolation in pure HISC style!

Alebrije is a1999 Hunter 380, that is safe, fast, and capable of long-distance shore
cruising at the same time that it offers a unique social platform with a spacious cockpit
and interior. It is equipped with AIS receiver, Radar, Sirius Weather, AC, Diesel generator, a feathering 4-blades propeller, icemaker, full sine-wave inverter, electric freshwater
WC, electric winch and windlass and in-mast-roll main. New Bimini top, new and shiny
faucets, all LED lights, new fans, new curtains and V-berth.
Alebrije is listed at $72,000 but HISC members will get a preferential price.
Call or email Hector Arrillaga at 954-389-4091 or hemares@yahoo.com
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Club Classifieds

FOR SALE:
ISLAND PACKET 31, Hull # 197-Bot new '89 safe Ocean Vessel-one owner-Yanmar 27 hp diesel(low hours)--Excellent-safe-sturdy-shoal draft (4feet) full keel.Lots of Equipment & extras:Boat recently hauled, and bottom
painted--Many extras-Special Discount for Club Members $31,500
CALL DENNIS BERG, @954-296-6422

FOR SALE:
Spinnaker pole. 10.6 Ft. long, 2.6" Diam. Needs fixing or replacing
end piece. No dents. Good
condition otherwise.
Please make offer.
TOM GARVEY
(954)790-5235
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Club Classifieds

FOR SALE: Sassy 1993 Catalina 42 $79,500

This Catalina 42 is roomy, easy to sail and well maintained, the bottom
was blasted and sealed with 4 coats of sealer and 2 coats of paint in
2019.
Draft 4'10", 3 staterooms 2 heads 3 showers. Seafrost refrigeration/
freezer, ICOM M710 SSB/AT-130 tuner. Yanmar 50 hp/4300hrs, Garmin 1040XS with a 10 inch screen at the helm, Garmin 3205 below. 2
CruiseAir AC/heating units, Xantrex Inverter/Charger, Garmin 18 inch
RADAR, Autohelm 6002 Autopilot, Autohelm ST60 wind, depth/speed
instruments. Harken Ball berring mast track and cars, Dutchman, Spinnaker sail/pole. Holding tanks/plumbing/macerators replaced, MSC
holding tank gauges. Victron Battery monitor, Uniden UM380 VHF,
FM Stereo/AUX IN/4 speakers, Large Bimini/enclosure Microwave,
Garhauer outboard hoist, Deck wash down, Maxwell 800 windless/100
ft chain/delta 45lb anchor, storm jib and a feathering prop.

Call John at 954 781 6011
21
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Second Wind Sails Located in Fort Lauderdale,
Yachting Capital of the
World. LOOKING FOR USED
SAILS? HAVE SAILS TO SELL?
Second Wind Can Help!
Buying a used sail has never been easier! Click on one
link below to use the sail
online search to check our always up-to-date online sail inventory
https://
www.secondwindsail.com
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Inlet Outlet Editor
Paul Alcock

The Inlet/Outlet is published by the Hillsboro
Inlet Sailing Club. Items for publication should be
submitted to the Inlet Outlet Editor:
hisc.editor@gmail.com in text format.
Paper documents or photos should be delivered or
mailed to:
Paul Alcock - Inlet Outlet Editor
5804 NW 18th Court
Margate FL 33063
Tel: (954) 736-7114
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Inlet/Outlet
Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club
P.O. Box 5241
Lighthouse Point, FL 33074-5241

INTERNET HOME PAGE
http://www.hisc.org

Don't miss this great source of information
provided by
Your Club’s Tech Team

The Inlet/Outlet, with color photos, is available on
the HISC website.

Find us on FaceBook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/hisc.org

E-MAIL NOTICES

Ads for the Inlet/Outlet

If you :
 are not receiving periodic e-mail
notices of HISC events.
 do not wish to receive HISC notifications.
 wish to send an appropriate e-mail “blast” to all
members.
Send an e-mail to Paul Alcock at:

Paul Alcock is your ad-man, for the Inlet/Outlet.
Business Card "Special", for Club Members

$100.00/per yr. 12-issues
Also Larger Ads Available .
Call for Info:
(954) 736-7114

hisccoordinator@gmail.com
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